		


How a Tantra is Created

When a person is skilled at accessing the inner levels of this life, they sometimes have an experience like this:  sometimes an image will rise up to their consciousness spontaneously that very fully represents some subject or  the quality that they are meditating on.  In the words of the poet  Robert Bly, such an event and image is ‘charged with psychic substance’.

Now because even ordinary people can have the experience of some image coming to mind that has power, we just have to use our imagination to think of people who have developed their meditation, their concentration more than others.  They have access to other levels, but more than this, they themselves can be moved by what they experience in meditation, and it’s the power of this inner experience that then becomes the basis of their passing along what they’ve found.

I mentioned earlier how ‘every state of mind is creative’, and so when a highly developed meditator, someone with a very purified mind (a saint) has an experience that is for him a powerful expression of  the essential nature of some quality- such as compassion, or wisdom, or healing energy- then this is a significant event for us all.

Even if we don’t immediately connect the image, or sound or phrase with what it means for the sage, by his explanation, or even more, by his dwelling on the experience of that quality when teaching about it, we can receive some of that energy.  We can get the feeling of it, the ‘nucleus’  of it, so to speak.  Then, if we have the affinity, and the time, and if we make the effort to practice the development of that meditation , then we too can unfold the excellent qualities and energies that teacher has helped to make available. 

The ways a ‘door’ can be given to us vary, from a teacher meditating on a quality or method and sending that out into the world by his very being, to more readily understood methods, such as speaking or through writing.

The power of a developed mind can make many things possible.   We shouldn’t underestimate what bodhisattvas and great teachers can do by the strength of their concentration.  In fact, I think the only way we, as ordinary people, can appreciate what they are capable of is to use our imagination.

When a teacher really concentrates on the meaning of a subject he or she is going to communicate, his mind resonates with that meaning,  (it veritably rings with it) (like a musical note) and then everything he says or does speaks of that quality.

What’s called an empowerment is an extraordinary event for this reason.

Imagine a great teacher, long ago, a saint, having the powerful event in their meditation of some beneficial quality self-arising, as images and sound, and these images and sounds (mantras, or verses of poetry) being ‘charged’ with that energy.  

Then imagine that highly developed being taking those images, and words, and cultivating the experience further, over time, weeks, months, years, decades, refining it, bringing that inner experience even  more clearly into consciousness, and into focus…  

and imagine then that that saintly teacher, having established a connection to this powerful inner experience, has a student… or students…

And this teacher, through the power of his samadhi can bring this quality very strongly and clearly to mind- he can make it tangible, both to his own mind and to the perceptions of his students, through ceremony…  

He can very clearly ‘point it out’ , or share his experience in this formal way, and then he can also explain the elements of how to cultivate the same experience to his students.

Now imagine this going on for generations… teachers passing on the empowerment to students, as symbolic, meaningful actions- meaningful to the mind giving the teaching, and transmission…

imagine the students then practicing, intensively in retreat, (as tradition, before being permitted to teach on or give this)  and consider their achieving results, and they in turn passing it along, generation after generation, to this day…each one giving the same experience and instruction…and more…  

This is something that also gathers strength and richness, and even more depth, and something of each generations’ and each individual’s experience…  it is exactly this that we are then able to receive when we are present for an empowerment…

Sometimes teachers will just tell their students, or whoever is present to just relax, and have a joyful mind during the ceremony…  what is then received, and meditated on by the developed mind, both before the initiation, as preparation, and during is given wordlessly, and with words, and we are invited to continue the tradition by ourselves unfolding the qualities that are manifest as those images, and sounds, and that are there in that meditation…

As human beings, we’re like an instrument with many strings capable of resonating.  So just by our being there in the presence of the mind of the teacher, itself bringing that quality to mind and ringing that quality, we too can resonate with it.  This is just like the ‘sympathetic induction of vibration’, we’re like a piano in a room with another piano that plays a note- that piano resonates along with the one that sounds the note… sympathetically…

It’s up to us to then bring out this quality, and to mature our own understanding of it over time…

